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About This Game

Alternativa is a story that will take you to a world much different to what you'd expect in 2045. To a world destroyed by war and
revolutions, a world led by an oppressive and cruel dictatorship.

Classic point&click adventure game based on the original sci-fi/cyber-punk script which is composed of a number of shorter
stories that lead us through the lives of individual characters as well as the fictional world of the future.

Murder of one, power of a few, betrayal of all!

Key features:

Classic point&click adventure game

More than 120 backgrounds modeled in detail

Play as up to 4 different characters in the story
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Original sci-fi story in an elaborate world

Simple and easy controls using just a mouse

Rendered video sequences

2 levels of difficulty

Interactive dialogues with choices

Original soundtrack
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Title: Alternativa
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Centauri Production
Publisher:
Bohemia Interactive
Release Date: 3 Nov, 2010
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really good game, well worth the 1.29. requires thinking. good story, decent graphics.
other than the controls a little wierd its a excellent thinking game.. AlternativA is no more than OK. The plot is set at a futuristic-
corporate world where there are two major companies, and "The State". The protagonist finds himself involved in a conspiracy
that somehow relates to his past.
The plot and characters are not particulary interesting, and at times even weak. The puzzles are either too easy, or make no
sense. At other times, much pixel hunting is involved.
Without spoiling the "end", AlternativA's end cuts the plot in several too short scenes that doesn't really give an appropriate (or
sensible) ending. It ends with half a plot, with gaping holes, and nothing is explained.
All in all, weak story, weak gameplay. Half-decent atmosphere.
Not recommended. Well.... I can't recommend the game but to THOSE who will play it to losen up their minds.
This game is a very easy adventure game. VERY EASY. I felt as I was watching the story on TV.
It reminded me the games on Facebook or some Casual Adventures.

Pretty Good Story! Pretty Good Graphics(3D Characters without shadows)!
Good Soundtrack!
Bad Video Quality. They could do better!

Classic Point and Click!

EXTREMELY EASY REALLY!. I really wanted to like this game. It had great potential and the graphics were OK for a point-
and-click game. I just couldn't get over the fact that everything you do feels like a time sink. Everything happens a bunch of
screens away requiring you to travel from one screen to the next, then back, and back, and there and somewhere else then back
to where you started to get past a certain point. Then you start again with the next puzzle. It became tedious and boring.. Now i
know why i haven’t played this game as much as i hoped, playing it recently i now know its so infuriating some of the puzzles
are so annoying it becomes a point where you just give up and move on.. Very good game. Its very short imo. (in my opinion)
But its fun and worth only when its cheap to buy (like now). The game is easy and hard at some points but fun :) If you like
point and click games buy it :). A good point'n'click. Graphics are correct. Atmosphere is good - a bit dark though.
Some puzzles are quite hard and make the game feel unbalanced.. Painfully unfinished, Alternativa may be the worst point and
clink game Ive played in years. Firstly, the game crashes a lot. This can be remedied by running in as an admin, but the game
will still however crash sometimes during cutscenes (which it did during the bloody ending credts).

Some puzzles are nonsensical (the very first for example) and a lot of the time lacks any clear hints about what you need to do.
This could be down to a poor translation, but some of the solutions are just down to bad game design. Does the story make up
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for this?
No....Not even a little.
Theres an interesting Distopian setting presented here, but its wasted on a plot that travels so fast, that the story itself isnt even
fleshed out. There was a twist at one point, that Im guessing was supposed to be dramatic, but as a player you werent given
enough background to actually care. As other reviewers have mentioned, the game end on an abrupt note, and feels very
unfinished. If the plot was good, I would complain, but I was just happy it was over.

Graphics and voice acting can always be forgiven, bad puzzles and narrative however, cannot.

Avoid, and go play a game published by Wadget Eye instead. I doubted if I like this game or not.

Story looks good to me, but seems to be incomplete. I like it anyway.
Technically the game is very bad. You can't change screen resolution, only aspect ratio. Both 16:9 or 16:10 looks wrong anyway.
Game glitched and crashed couple of times during playthrough. Also I can't delete old save files for some reason.

I bought this one on sale, so i decided to recommend it. Otherwise think twice before purchase.
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I kind of regret having to say I can't qutie recommend AlternativA. Playing it I often had the feeling that the game could have
been much more than what it eventually became.

Technically, it isn't perfectly top notch, but solid. Character animations and voice acting are at times a little wooden, but that
isn't a huge problem; the animations are about on par for an adventure, the English dubbed voice action leaves a bit to be
desired, which is a bit of a missed chance.
Artistically there is a huge plus in terms of the scenes. Even with very few characters the scenes come to life with detail. From
derelict slums to high class modern facilities the artwork is convincing and draws one in. Unfortunately the writing of the story
itself isn't on the same level, in my opinion: the story leaves very little room to actually explore the interesting world of
AlternativA, the plot points sometimes feel a little bit forced (if not to say in some cases: random). Slight spoiler:  Also the
ending leaves a lot of open questions and unresolved issues 
Gameplay-wise AlternativA unfortunately drops the ball. Some puzzles are logical and straight-forward, some a little tricky.
Annoyingly, though, they quite often involve a lot of pixel-hunting. More than once I have been thinking of solutions to
problems, which eventually came down to 'pick up the exact object you are looking for that happens to be lying on the floor
with no satisfactory explanation'. Another gameplay problem is how one is often forced to traverse back and forth between the
scenes. The scenes may be beautiful, but crossing through six screens just for a single line of dialogue before you go back six
screens is just a nuisance.

In conclusion AlternativA is not remarkable game set in a remarkable and original world. I can't recommend it due to its flaws,
but it is worth looking at nonetheless.. The game has really bad dialog, too much pixel-hunting and random counter-intuitive
puzzles. In other words, it's a typical example of the poorly done point-and-click games of the modern era. It's really too bad,
because the premise and setting are interesting, and the pre-rendered graphics are actually very nice, but ultimately the story is
boring and the game not worth playing.. It was a really fun game, until it kept on crashing constantly.. The story was interesting,
although they should have done more with it. It was worthwhile, but I wouldn't pay more than $5 for it.. Fun game with no
insane jumps in logic. Requires a lot of revisiting previous locations.
Good settings. From the dark oppression of the city to the stark facade of bureaucracy and then the bright open freedom of the
jungle and the resistance camp.
Classic near future dystopian story line though the ending leaves a lot to be desired, or at least a sequel. I have the feeling they
ran out of time, budget or both.. Great Point And Click game, but when the game ends, it looks like the end of a chapter..
Glitchy nearly to the point of unplayability.

The "difficulty" is laughable.

The story is kind of silly.

Not really much draw to play this game.
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